
Follow these step by step instructions to 
rethread a Genie or Slingshot Linear Plate 
correctly.

Threading The Linear Plate

Guide
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Thread an untied end of your Genie rope into the 
bottom of the roller where it’s marked ‘IN’. You will 
see a green arrow indicating the direction. 
Ensure the rope is sitting at the bottom of the 
roller.

Threading into the Linear Plate
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Thread the rope end through to the bottom of 
the next roller marked ‘OUT’. You will see a green 
arrow indicating the direction. Ensure the rope is 
sitting at the bottom of the roller.

Threading the second OUT roller

Continue to thread the rope through the next 2 
rollers marked T5. Keep the rope on the bottom 
of the Linear Plate.

Threading T5  rollers
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Repeat the above steps again 3 more times, 
each time threading rope above the previously 
wound rope, stacking them on top of each other. 
Ensure each rope sits individually in the grooves 
of the Guide Rollers and are stacked on top of 
each other.   

Repeat the threading process
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Thread the rope end through the top of the 
Guide Roller where it is marked ‘OUT’. Pull the 
rope taught.

Threading out of the Linear Plate
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Your rope should now pull freely through the 
Linear Plate, if not you may have rope bunching 
on top of one another - pull it out and re-thread.

Turn the linear plate so you are looking face on to 
the Guide Rollers. You should see the following:

Checking it’s good to go
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The rope entering the linear plate where the roller is 
marked ‘IN’

4 Rows of rope wound around the Linear Plate one 
above the other

The rope exiting the linear plate where the roller is 
marked ‘OUT’
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